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Science, art, and authenticity in natural history displays, in a number of recent court decisions, the classical equation movement indirectly represents a verbal voice. 
Students'untutored beliefs about natural phenomena: Primitive science or commonsense, while the notion that pupils' untutored ideas of natural phenomena are
best understood as a kind of unsophisticated science seems to have guided much of the previous research in this field, there are other, and it seems to me, equally
viable and potentially more fruitful ways. 
Science and sanity: An introduction to non-Aristotelian systems and general semantics, rejecting both theological and zoological definitions, Korzybski adopted a
natural science, operational approach and defined humans by what they can be observed doing which differentiates them from other classes of life; he defined them
as the time- binding class of life. 
Teaching constructivist science, K-8: Nurturing natural investigators in the standards-based classroom, teaching constructivist science, K-8: Nurturing natural
investigators in the standards-based classroom / Michael L. Bentley, Edward S. Ebert II, Christine Ebert. Science is dynamic and tentative as scientists continue to
understand the natural world. 
Plato as a natural scientist, o. Thomson spoke of Plato's 'positive contempt for observation, upon which natural science rests',3 and in his influential book on Greek
Science Farrington put it that 'from the scientific point of view the Timaeus is an aberration'.4 On the other side Plato has found almost. 
Artificial intelligence meets natural stupidity, aRTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MEETS NATURAL STUPIDITY Drew McDermoH MIT At Lab Cambridge, Mass 02139. We
have been very defensive toward this charge, drawing ourselves up with dignity when it is made and folding the cloak of Science about. 
The natural-law doctrine before the tribunal of science, since the metaphysical assump- tion of the immanence of value in natural reality is not acceptable from the
point of view of science, the natural-law doctrine is based on the logical fallacy of an inference from the &dquo;is&dquo; to the &dquo;ought.&dquo; The norms
allegedly. 
The future of natural science collections into the 21st century, conferencia de Clausura The Future of Natural Science Collections into the 21st Century FPD Cotterill.
Incluimos aquÃ� el texto original en inglÃ©s y su traducciÃ³n al castellano. The Future of Natural Science Collections into the 21st Century FPD Cotterill. 
Soft Edge: Nat Hist&Future Info, but when we turn to the future, Asimov's science fiction becomes an indispensable preamble. Histories abound in scholarship and
popular treatments of human affairs a recently re-issued, not entirely inapt, example being Tabori's The Natural History of Stupidity (1993. 
Towards good social science, we subscribe to the adage that one should never ascribe to malice or cupidity what can be adequately explained by stupidity, ignorance
or narrow-mindedness. In these cases, the natural science models are no more definitive than the social models.
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